A CHAIR THAT
   HANDLES STRESS.

The SXO’s supportive, Enersorb foam seat and ergonomic design helps alleviate tension and concentrate on what’s at hand. Breathe easy: its mesh back, breezy design, and range of motion help you stay cool, calm, and collected.
Available with or without adjustable headrest.
Optional 2” hard surface casters.
With two main models, the SXO chair combines design, comfort, and ergonomic technology to make the most out of your work day.

**SXO 6100**
Mid-Back Task

**SXO 6100D**
Mid-Back Task with Headrest
The strong, supportive, and flexible Ablex patterned mesh back provides all day comfort with a sleek, modern aesthetic.
**1. HEADREST**
Height adjustable with innovative coat hook built into it’s design. Headrest is field installable.

**3. ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS**
Spring-loaded, ball bearing ratcheting system operates the armrests. Armrests are height and width adjustable with lockable swivel arm pads.

**5. ENERSORB™ SEAT**
Enersorb foam disperses your weight and conforms to your body to improve blood circulation and relieve pressure points.

**7. ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM**
Synchronous knee-tilt mechanism with slow seat and back release. Intuitive side tension control, multi-position lock, pneumatic height adjustment, and integrated seat slider.

**2. ABLEX™ MESH**
Allows air to pass freely and moves with you, providing dynamic comfort in all environments.

**4. BACK STORAGE**
Keep your belongings close with our convenient back storage compartment.

**6. WATERFALL SEATING**
Waterfall seat design gently slopes away from the legs, minimizing pressure on the thighs and promoting good posture.

**8. BASE & CASTERS**
5-prong, heavy-duty nylon base with standard 2” carpet casters.
The SXO™ series can be upholstered with our high-quality textiles, vinyls, or leathers. Visit Nightingale’s My Chair Maker App and make it your way: nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker

**6100D**
Upholstered Seat & Black Mesh Back
PATTERN COLLECTION
KINNEY | KIN1 | Coffee

**6100D**
Upholstered Seat & Black Mesh Back
STRETCH COLLECTION
MOGULS | M02245 | Mandarin
6100D
Upholstered Seat & Black Mesh Back
STRETCH COLLECTION
BEEHAVE | BEE08 | Gris
ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice.
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed.

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However,
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the
printing process.